
 
Collaborating to improve the ease of data use and sharing

From sensors to scientific research, the current volume of biomedical data is overwhelming. For example, in oncology alone, one 
would have to read 17 journal articles per waking hour just to keep up with the cancer literature.1 Or, with lightsheet microscopes 
generating as much as five terabytes of data per experiment, researchers would need the space to store the equivalent of five 
stories of data on CDs. Between the explosion of scientific data and the risk of creating data silos upon silos that will never  
interoperate, the scientific community needs a cloud solution that will enable open data and collaborative science at scale. 
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effective means  
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Promote open data and  
open science to drive better 
research outcomes

Enable data-driven, quantitative, 
and reproducible research in a 
scalable environment

Simplify management, 
processing, and analytics of 
biomedical and clinical data

Facilitate ownership and  
control of showback, quotas,  
and billing mechanisms

Offer identity and access 
management to securely 
control data access

1 Warner, Jeremy L, Oncology & Hematology Review, 2015;11(2):102-3,  https://doi.org/10.17925/OHR.2015.11.02.102

Provide shared workspaces 
for effective, seamless  
collaboration at scale

Deloitte and Google Cloud have teamed up to create a next-generation, cloud-native  
solution that can securely manage and analyze findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable 
(FAIR) data at scale, while enabling collaborative biomedical research to result in faster,  
reproducible discovery. 

Following the principles and best practices laid out by the NIH Data Commons and  
several other standard-setting organizations, the solution helps:
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Leveraging the benefits of cloud for biomedical 
and clinical scientists
A Google Cloud-native platform delivers managed and highly scalable  
storage and compute resources, helping reduce the focus on IT  
infrastructure and simplifying collaboration. Scientists can share data,  
algorithms, workspaces, and research projects more easily and securely, 
while quickly generating insights through optimized data ingestion,  
management, searchability, and analysis.

Accelerate treatment development through optimized data 
usage, shifting the focus from IT infrastructure to science

Reduce research costs with customized billing reports, 
cost estimation, and cost management tools 

Prevent infrastructure challenges through effortless storage 
and compute scaling, and data hygiene including archiving  
and avoidance of duplication

Take the digital performance of 
health care to the next level
Deloitte, a top consulting firm, has decades of 
experience working with life sciences and health 
care clients across the world. With numerous 
publications on the future of health, we help 
global clients strategize and implement cloud 
solutions quickly and at scale to help fulfill the 
future of possible. 
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We want to leverage on-demand computing, ML-enabled 

processing, and effective storage tiering to make our big  

research data sets more available for collaboration and re-use. 

Deloitte and Google Cloud understand how big data works  

at scale and understand our need for solutions to get the most 

from our instruments.
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